
Launch Date 28th January 2019

Category Memory

HX429C15PB3A/8 740617279290

HX429C15PB3AK2/16 740617279283

HX429C15PB3AK4/32  740617279276

HX430C15PB3A/8 740617289787

HX430C15PB3AK2/16 740617289770

HX430C15PB3AK4/32 740617289763

HX430C15PB3A/16 740617289817

HX430C15PB3AK2/32 740617289800

HX430C15PB3AK4/64 740617289794

HX432C16PB3A/8 740617283884

HX432C16PB3A/16 740617289848

HX432C16PB3AK2/16 740617283877

HX432C16PB3AK2/32 740617289831

HX432C16PB3AK4/32 740617283860

HX432C16PB3AK4/64 740617289824

HX436C17PB4A/8 740617294170

HX436C17PB4AK2/16 740617294163

HX436C17PB3AK4/32 740617294156

HX440C19PB3A/8 740617283778

HX440C19PB3AK2/16 740617283761

Country of Origin China

Dimension of Product 133.35 x 42.2 x 8.3 mm (L x W x H)

Dimension of Packaging >> Singles: 13.97 x 57.15 x 171.45 mm (L x W x H)

Kits of 2: 30.48 x 120.65 x 157.48 mm (L x W x H)

Kits of 4: 30.48 x 120.65 x 157.48 mm (L x W x H)

Unit Net Weight / Gross Weight >> Singles: 63.8g/ 83.0g

       Kits of 2: 127.7g/ 241.67g

       Kits of 4: 255.4g / 364.41g  

Dimension of Carton >> Singles: 311.1 x 196.8 x 60.9 (L x W x H)

Kits of 2: 304.8 x 203.2 x 146.0 (L x W x H)

Kits of 4: 304.8 x 203.2 x 146.0 (L x W x H)

Carton Quantity / Weight >> Singles: 25 /2.2Kg 

Kits of 2: 10 / 2.5kg

Kits of 4: 10 / 3.8kg

Warranty Lifetime

HyperX Predator DDR4 RGB

Set up information

Global Etailers

Part Numbers / UPC Code
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Capacities (Singles) 8GB, 16GB

Capacities (Kits of 2) 16GB, 32GB

Capacities (Kits of 4) 32GB, 64GB

Frequencies 2933MHz, 3000MHz, 3200MHz, 3600MHz, 4000MHz

Latencies CL15, CL16, CL17, CL19

Voltage 1.35V

Operating Temperatures 0° C to +70° C

Product Name/Title

Tagline

Text Layer

Bullet Points

Ecommerce Keywords

Image Order*

(order from left to right)

If only 1 image slot use #1,

if only 3 slots use #1-#3

* images are in order of how they 

should be displayed

1. Front 2. Side 3. Packaging front 4. Packaging back

(Main image/Hero 

shot/Thumbnail)

Specifications

Product Marketing

8gb dimm ddr4, 8gb desktop computer, computer memory ddr4, ddr4 8gb, ddr4 memory, 

desktop memory, predator, ddr4, computer kit, rgb ram, led ddr4 ram, ddr4 ram 16gb rgb, 

ddr4 rgb, 16gb rgb ram, ddr4 ram, 16 gb ram ddr4, 16gb ddr4, 16gb ram, led ram, 3000mhz 

ddr4

HyperX Predator DDR4 RGB

Set up information

HyperX Predator DDR4 RGB

Hunt your prey with smooth, stunning RGB style.

Give your system brilliant RGB style and the performance needed to stay at the top of the 

food chain with ultra-fast HyperX® Predator DDR4 RGB*. Easily set up** and show off your 

unique look thanks to HyperX’s Infrared Sync technology, no cables required. Predator DDR4 

RGB stays cool while looking great, thanks to the aggressive black heat spreader designed to 

complement its dazzling light display. Boost your frame rate, keep your streams smooth and 

power through your highlight reel rendering with speeds of up to 4000MHz and low CL15-

CL19 latency. It’s available in 8GB-16GB single modules and kits of 2 and 4 with capacities of 

16GB–64GB. The Intel XMP-ready and certified profiles are optimised for Intel’s latest 

chipsets and are compatible with many of AMD’s latest chipsets – just select the profile and 

you’re ready to go. 100 per cent factory tested at speed, and backed by a lifetime warranty, 

dependable Predator DDR4 RGB gives you the best of both worlds: extreme performance and 

maximum peace of mind.

• Stunning RGB style

• Patent-pending HyperX Infrared Sync technology

• Fierce aluminium heat spreader complements the smooth RGB effects

• High-speed, low-latency DDR4 performance

• Intel XMP-ready profiles optimised for Intel’s latest platforms

• Lifetime warranty
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* The specification of the extreme overclocking modules listed on this page may be beyond the capabilities of your system hardware. Careful 

selection of all system components (e.g. CPU, motherboard, PSU) is required to ensure that these modules will function as intended. 

These kits are thoroughly tested and verified in house to run at the listed speed. As a backup, we include a 2nd XMP profile at a slower clock 

speed so you can still achieve great performance if your system cannot handle the included highest speed XMP profile.

As a guide, you can find the processors and motherboard that HyperX used to perform the Intel XMP certification on this page: 

http://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/gaming/extreme-memory-profile-xmp.html. This is not a guarantee of compatibility in your 

system configuration. We cannot guarantee compatibility with all systems; these modules should be installed and used at your own risk.

** Lighting customisable with motherboard RGB control software. RGB customisation support through third-party software may vary.
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